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Rolling out VPN configurations to multiple devices per user can cause a very high overhead. By using
VPN group policies, the VPN profiles are rolled out and managed automatically for CudaLaunch.
Alternatively, users can manually self-provision their device via the web portal. VPN configurations
managed by CudaLaunch are automatically updated on the client devices when the configuration is
changed in the SSL VPN. Clients provisioned manually via the web interface must reconfigure the VPN
configuration on their devices. VPN group policies must also be configured if the VPN Apps are used.
In this case, it is not required to give the user permission to launch a VPN connection directly. The
client-to-site connection is launched automatically when the VPN App is started.

VPN Group Policies

Upload a client-to-site VPN group policy and create a VPN template in the SSL VPN service. The VPN
template can be restricted per user group.

For more information, see How to Configure VPN Templates in the SSL VPN. 

VPN Self-Provisioning

To configure the VPN clients on their desktop or iOS device, users can access the VPN templates
through either the SSL VPN web portals or CudaLaunch. Clicking on the VPN template resource adds
the VPN group policy to the VPN client installed on the device. Self-provisioning is supported for
CudaLaunch, the Barracuda VPN client on Windows and macOS, as well as the built-in IPsec client on
iOS through the web portal.

For more information, see Self-Service VPN Provisioning on Microsoft Windows, Self-Service VPN
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Provisioning on macOS Self-Service VPN Provisioning for iOS Devices, and CudaLaunch.
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